
Pricing Breakdowns

In-Home Lessons

In-Home Lessons is a great option to help with almost any issue you may be dealing with. A trainer comes out to your
house and works with you to accomplish your goals through coaching and hands-on training. As a dog progresses in
training we may also move to “field trips” meeting in a public setting. Lessons are (normally) done on a weekly basis
and success is heavily reliant on the client and dog putting in sessions of training between appointments. They run an
hour in length and the session bounces between hands-on training and talking through questions clients may have
about training or dogs in general! We offer lessons Monday - Saturday based on availability and location.

● Individual lessons run $135
● A four pack of lessons runs $500 ($125 per lesson)
● A six pack of lessons runs $600 ($100 per lesson)

Private Lessons

Whereas In-Home Lessons are done in a client’s home, Private Lessons have them coming to our home. The
lessons are still mostly faced on coaching the client but it is done in a new environment which can be helpful to the
training process. Just like In-Home Training progress is heavily based on the client and dog putting in training
between lessons.

● Individual lessons run $100
● A four pack of lessons runs $375
● A six pack of lessons runs $550

Rules for Lessons

With any package or individual lessons given they must be paid up front in full before services can be rendered
outside of individual cases such as an eval / first lesson done the same day. In regard to missed / late lessons if we
are not given a 24-hour notice of a cancellation the lesson may be forfeited based on our discretion. Multiple late,
missed, or canceled appointments may lead to a fee / deposit being required before being scheduled for any
remaining lessons. At Lucky Paws we understand things may come up but we are a small business traveling all over
the Austin and surrounding area’s punctuation is important as servicing such a wide area requires us to schedule our
whole day around specific areas. One late appointment can lead to several clients being affected.

Lessons must be used within a three month timeframe. If not completed within that period lessons may be forfeited
based on our discretion. Lessons need to be completed in a timely manner for any dog to succeed.
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Board and Trains

As the name suggests a Board and Train involves a dog staying with us and training in our home. Any dog staying
with us is treated like any of our personal dogs. They all receive free time in the house and they are trained
throughout the day. All dogs staying with us for boarding are kenneled between sessions and during rest periods. All
our board and Trains come with two included lessons. A “Go Home Lesson” is given the day of pickup. This lesson
covers all the taught commands and walks the client through all the training mechanics taught over the period of the
dog's stay. Next up is a “follow-up Lesson”, normally given at least a week after pickup and no later than a month
after pickup. The follow-up is a chance to go over the behaviors in the clients home setting, answer any new
questions, and just catch up on things! All clients are also given a “Go Home Video” showing the dogs training in
action. Our Go Home Videos are of the clients dog and will include some voiceover explaining the training process.

A Four-Week Stay is required if interested in Remote Collar Training.

A Two-Week Stay runs $2,000 (6ft - 10ft distance work) and includes;

● Place-Stay (Stay on a elevated bed)
● Sit-Stay
● Down-Stay
● Leash Walking
● Crate Training
● House Manners (No jumping, counter surfing, etc.)

A Three-Week Stay runs $2,800 (15ft - 20ft distance work) and includes;

● Everything mentioned in a Two-Week Stay

● Place-Stay (On a bed or rug)

● Leave it

● Intro to Recall (coming when called)

● Field trips

A Four-Week Stay runs $3,600 (25ft - 30ft distance work) and includes;

● Everything mentioned in a Three-Week Stay

● Field Trips

● Recall (coming when called)
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Day Training

Day Training is something I want to offer to clients who want me to get hands on with training their dog without dedicating two-weeks

or more for the dog to stay with me in my home. This is my newest service and I am tweaking it as I go to better serve the clients

that pick this option. Spots for Day Training have to be limited and will include a pickup fee increasing with distance needed to travel.

Currently I have two options in regards to Day Training.

All Daycare & Day Training packages come with In-Home lessons. The four pack option comes with one included lesson

whereas the six packs come with two In-Home lessons. All Daycare & Day Training packages also come with at least one

instructional video of your dog in training voiced over to explain the commands and training techniques used!

Day Training Sessions in your home

This option has me training the dog from the comfort of your own home. Sessions are offered on weekdays Monday - Friday and

training sessions are one hour in length. Clients do not have to attend lessons but I will of course need access to the dogs. These

sessions can include field trips when the dog is ready to train in public.

● Individual sessions run $150

● A four pack of sessions run $520 ($130 per session)

● A six pack of sessions run $690 ($115 per session)

Daycare Training

This option is where the dog stays at my house during the day. As my location is a bit out of town I offer a pickup service which the

pricing of varies depending on the distance traveled. Ranging from $15 - $30 per day (this includes pickup and dropoff). Daycare

Training pickups are done between 8:00am - 10:00am and drop offs are done between 4:00pm - 6:00pm. Daycare training is done

throughout the day in several sessions. Like my Board and Trains dogs are created during rest periods but come out for training and

relaxation time.

● Individual days run $100

● A four pack runs $360 + pickup fee if applicable ($90 per day)

● A six pack runs $480 + pickup fee if applicable ($80 per day)
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